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Model Formative Assessment-1

Class: VII                                           Marks: 40
Sub: Social Science                                Time: 90 MIN

Instructions:- (i) All questions are compulsory
               (ii) Word limit should be followed strictly

I. Answer the following in one word or one sentence.  5x1=5m
1) How did historians divide the Indian history.
2) Who was the first British governor general of India?
3) What is resource conversion?
4) What is suitable development?
5) Dr. B.R Ambedkar.

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
6) Solar and Wind energy is an example of ______________
7) Coal and Petroleum are the example of ______________
8) Jamel mill divides ___________ into three parts.
9) The last viceroy of British India was __________________
10) Nepal adapted an interim constitution in__________.

III Choose the correct answer
11. Which of the following is not the period of division of Indian history by James mill?
   a. Hindu          b. Muslim          c. Christian’s          d.sikhs
12. HyderAli was the ruler of (   )
13. Ravi channamma was the ruler of (   )
14. Give an Example of Biotic resource (   )
a. rocks  b. Minerals  c. Soils  d. Animals
15. Who was the first Prime minister of free India (   )
a. pt. Jawarlal Nehru  b. Mrs. Indira Gandhi  c. Lala lajpahi Roy  d. lal bahadur shastri
16. Resources drawn from nature and used without much modification are called (   )
a. Human made resources  b. Natural resources  c. Cultural resources  d. none

IV Answer the following in 30-40 words

17. Why does a democratic country need a constitution?
18. Why did the British preserve official documents?
19. What attracted European trading company in India?
20. Distinguish between Actual resources and potential resources?

V Answer the following in 60-80 Words

21. Explain any two key features of Indian Constitution.
22. Distinguish between ubiquitous and localized resources
23. Describe the changes that Occurred in the composition of the Company Army.